
Music Years 3/4 Notation – call and response 2016-17 autumn 
Key vocabulary: 
orchestra, instrument families, strings, wind, brass, percussion; texture, timbre, dynamics,  pulse, partner, minim, crotchet, quaver, call and response, parts, stave, 
score, notes, notation 

 Factual knowledge: Skills: Possible activities: 

 A group of families of instruments playing together is 
called an orchestra- know the layout of an orchestra. 
The conductor leads and keeps the beat to follow. 

 Texture describes the layers of sound; timbre, the 
warmth or type of sound; tonality whether it is in a 
major (happy) or minor (sad) sounding key. 

 A steady beat is called a pulse. 

 Music is written down to read like a book. 

 Written or composed music is called a score. 

 Symbols are used to represent what to play or sing 
and how high or low (pitch) and how long to hold it 
(rhythm). 

 Dynamics describe how loudly or quietly to play or 
sing. 

 Music is written on a stave consisting of five lines. The 
clef tells you where to put each note. 

 The bar lines are like ‘finger spaces’; phrases are like 
sentences; pitch follows up and down. 

 A 1 beat note is called a crotchet, a 2 beat note a 
minim, a ½ beat note a quaver 

 maintain a steady  pulse 

 respond to fit into a given 
rhythmic pattern 

 maintain a part whilst singing 
in a group 

 sing pitch accurately and keep 
in time with a part within a 
two part song 

 record simple rhythms using 
minims, crotchet and quavers 

 recognise that music creates a 
mood through tonality, 
texture, dynamics, pitch and 
timbre 

 record simple tunes on a stave 

 play or sing simple melodic 
phrases from a score 

 perform a call and response 
song for Harvest 

 lead a call and response song 

 Listen to examples of classical music: 
Night on a bare mountain, Vivaldi’s four seasons 

 Listen to and explore orchestra layout and 
instruments/ mood / effect/ timbre/ texture 

 Listen to the effect of voices in music - Enya 

 Call and response:- Boom chikka boom 

 Listen to Harry Belafonte / Queen 

 Compose and perform a harvest praise song. 

 Sing using notation - use ‘This old man’ score cards 
and rewrite them as notated music. Split up and 
perform as a group. 

 Use tuned percussion/ recorders / voice 

 Sing Partner songs. 

 Read notated music.  
 

Social, Moral, Spiritual and Cultural Education, and Promotion of British Values: 
Spiritual: Be reflective upon their feelings and experiences in music making. Think about the impact of tempo, dynamics, timbre, texture, choice of instruments and 
effects. 
Moral: No right or wrong response - personal. 
Social: Cooperate and work in pairs and groups when performing or composing together.  
Cultural: traditional nonsense songs; look at call and response as foundation of traditional songs. 
Democracy is explored throughout this unit by modelling turn taking in leading musical activities. 
Individual liberty through pupil participation in celebrating individual responses. 
Promoting respect of children’s performances and ideas when all efforts are listened to and valued. 
Developing personal critical thinking skills by making ideas ones that will count. 
Tolerance is promoted through working within mixed groups of children, not just your friends. Listening to a variety of music; broadening musical experiences. 



Assessment and evaluation   

Children participate with enjoyment in singing 
activities in a larger group, but need help to 
match the pitch accurately.  They can listen 
attentively for short periods, but need help to 
sustain concentration and to remember longer 
phrases. 

Children sing simple songs from memory with accuracy of pitch, in a 
group or alone.  They understand the importance of articulating the 
words to communicate a song to an audience.  They listen carefully, 
with attention to detail, demonstrating increasing aural memory and 
physical control. 

Children sing in tune alone or act as leader 
of a group in a call and response song.  They 
suggest ways to enhance their performance 
of the songs and identify subtle differences 
and changes.  They can remember longer 
phrases quickly and confidently. 

Initials of children working below the expected 
level, with details of attainment: Initials of children broadly reaching the expected level of attainment:  

Initials of children exceeding the expected 
level with details of attainment: 

      

Evaluation against attitudes towards learning: 

 exploring 

 initiating 

 experimenting 

 showing involvement 

 concentrating 

 persevering 

 showing satisfaction 

 making links 

 evaluating 

 


